Becker Arena Products offers you more choices in dasher board systems than any other source. Our Signature Series Dasher Boards set the standard for the industry, and were developed by listening to you, our customers, and understanding your needs.

Whether your project is community, large venue, new construction or renovation, our goal is to help you succeed. We have over 25 years experience in the ice arena business, and our expert staff is committed to deliver a solution designed around your needs.

Starting with our core Signature Series Dasher Boards, we build to your specifications or start your job using our specifications and customize them to your design. Our dasher board systems offer the widest range of optional features in the industry.

Becker Arena Products Signature Series dasher boards are available with traditional steel frames or lighter weight aluminum frames for ease in seasonal installation and dismantling. All of our frames are fully-welded for strength and long-lasting durability.

*Why not get started on your dasher board project today?*
PROJECT PROFILE:

TWIN RINKS ICE CENTER AT EISENHOWER PARK

Location: Long Island, New York
Project: New construction, Triple Rink
Type of Venue: Sports Entertainment, Community, Training

Products supplied: Rink 1 Indoor: Signature Series 6.0 steel frame dasher boards with Vision seamless glass all around Rink 2 Indoor: Signature Series 6.0 aluminum frame dasher boards with steel ice retainer, quick release backer, Vision seamless all around and retractable netting on both ends. Rink 3 Outdoor: Signature Series 6.0 aluminum frame dasher boards with powder coated white frames, clear facing and seamless glass all around. Locker-room benching with coat hooks, 45,000 sf protective rubber flooring, Becker MSR skate racking system, Klingbeil rental skates, Triple-head skate sharpener, Goal frames, nets, pads, Ice edger and Lobby lockers.

Background: The new Twin Rinks Ice Center at Eisenhower Park on Long Island is a world-class facility with two indoor, professional-size rinks, and one outdoor rink that will host roller and deck hockey leagues throughout the summer.

Twin Rinks will host youth and adult hockey tournaments, figure skating competitions, curling events, speed skating competitions and non-skating entertainment events. It will offer weekly public skate sessions, a variety of clinics, programs and leagues for both male and female hockey players, and programs for figure skaters of all skill levels.

The Project: Becker Arena Products was chosen to provide equipment for all three rinks in this new facility.

“Our plan from the very beginning was to put together a premier facility in the United States. After the interview process with Robb Olexin, Becker was the clear choice to join our vendor team based on their reputation, higher quality of product and project development expertise. They did not disappoint and we couldn’t be happier.”

Deniz Yalvac: Project Ice Consultant
PROJECT PROFILE:

FALMOUTH ICE ARENA

Location: East Falmouth, Massachusetts  
Client: Private, Nonprofit  
Project: New Construction  
Type of Venue: 1 and ½ Sheet Arena

Products Supplied: 2 sets of Signature Series 6.0 steel frame dasher boards with netting (1 set for 200’ x 85’ main rink; 1 set for 85’ x 85’ mini-sheet), 15,000 sf Protective flooring, Scoreboards, Goals, nets, pads and Ultimate Vinyl in-ice graphics.

Background: The original rink, built in 1967, needed updating and additional space. The owners swapped land with the Falmouth Steamship Authority, giving them a bigger footprint with space to add a smaller skills rink, more seating, locker rooms and a workout facility.

The Project and Benefits: This testimonial from Paul Moore, President of the Falmouth Youth Hockey Association, tells the story:

,"We chose Becker Arena Products for several reasons: their product knowledge, how easily the sales team guided us through the process, and competitive pricing.

We are ecstatic with the final product. The powder-coated shielding supports & maroon dasher board caprail set our rink apart.

Robb Olexin and John Mahoney took a special interest in our project. They went above and beyond with the service they provided. They bought into the nonprofit component of our project, and you could feel that they knew they were part of a special project. They were both very helpful with the overall design, especially with the custom design of benches in both rinks.

I have recommended Becker to several local rink projects. Your service was second to none and your personal ownership of the project sets you apart from the rest.”  

Paul Moore: President of Falmouth Youth Hockey Association
PROJECT PROFILE:

RALSTON ARENA

Location: Ralston, Nebraska
Client: Municipal
Project: New Construction
Type of Venue: Event Arena with attached Community Rink

Products Supplied: 2 sets of Signature Series 6.0 steel frame dasher boards with netting, Becker benching, shelving and coat hooks for 8 locker rooms, Protective flooring in locker rooms and surrounding areas, Becker MSR rental skate racks, Ice Edger, Skate sharpener, Complete goal frame packages for both rinks, Lumin’Ice base coat ice paint and Ultimate Vinyl in-ice graphics.

Background: The Ralston Arena is a city-owned, state of the art facility located in Ralston, Nebraska, an Omaha suburb. The facility opened in October 2012 and plays host to top-notch events in a first-class environment. The Ralston Community Ice Rink is located next to the main arena, and is used for community teams and recreational skating.

The 3,500-seat venue is home to the USHL Omaha Lancers and the Summit League University of Nebraska Omaha Men’s Basketball team. The arena was designed to host major sports, concerts, family shows, ice shows and other world class entertainment.

The Project: This combination large event venue and community rink used Becker dasher boards, Becker Beyond the Boards equipment, and Rink Ready operational products. Becker Arena Products served as a subcontractor for the project, working directly with Ralston’s general contractor.

Benefits: By partnering with Becker Arena Products on the Ralston Arena project, the general contractor benefitted from Becker’s years of experience, best practices, and built-in quality controls to help stay on budget and on schedule.

The City of Ralston continues to benefit by using Becker Rink Ready products as a single, convenient source for its continuing operational needs, thus realizing further time and cost savings.
PROJECT PROFILE:

CHASKA COMMUNITY CENTER

Location: Chaska, Minnesota
Client: Municipal
Project: Renovation
Type of Venue: 2 Sheet Arena

Background: The Chaska Community Center is home to two sheets of ice in the fall and winter. This is a busy arena day and night with public skating, lessons, leagues, hockey and figure skating associations, and the Breakaway Academy, which combines academic schooling and hockey training all in a typical school day.

In the spring and summer, Chaska removes one of the sheets of ice and installs turf to accommodate other uses, including soccer, lacrosse, baseball, and many other community activities.

The Project: This was a three phase project. In Phase 1, Becker Arena Products removed the dasher boards in Rink 2 and sold them for Chaska through our used equipment division, Rink Equipment Resource. Once the boards were removed, the refrigerated floor was replaced.

In Phase 2, we moved the dasher boards from Rink 1, which we built for them in 1998, to Rink 2. Once these boards were moved the refrigerated floor in this rink was also replaced.

To complete the project with Phase 3, Becker Arena Products built a new set of our Signature Series 6.0 Steel Frame dasher boards for Rink 1. The city realized significant savings by hiring a BAP installation supervisor to lead their volunteers. The installation went smoothly and resulted in a great-looking rink.

Benefits: The city of Chaska saved valuable resources, time, and money by purchasing this project through an NJPA contract. This not only simplified the bidding process, but also took advantage of the NJPA member discount.

As already mentioned, Chaska saved on installation costs by using their own volunteer labor to install the new dasher boards in Rink 1, supervised by an experienced BAP installer. Becker Arena Products also demonstrated versatility and flexibility in handling the project in three phases to better fit Chaska’s needs.
PROJECT PROFILE:

WINTER CLUB

Location: Lake Forest, Illinois

Project: Renovation

Type of Venue: Refrigerated Outdoor

Products Supplied: Signature Series 6.0 steel frame dasher boards with fiberglass facing

The Project: Becker provided solutions to meet three major project challenges. First, a steel frame dasher system to withstand the constant abuse caused by seasonal changeover from hockey to tennis. Second, a fiberglass facing for the dashers to eliminate the problem of sunlight causing the normal polyethylene facing to break down. Third, a freeze-in anchor system to avoid damage to the tennis court surface that would be caused by a bolted dasher system.

Benefits: The Winter Club overcame the challenges faced in renovating its outdoor rink through experienced project management by Becker Arena Products. The club now has a dasher board system that will stand up over time, and they continue to be a satisfied Becker customer.

PROJECT PROFILE:

NORTH DALE REC CENTER

Location: St. Paul, MN

Project: Updated Skating Facilities

Type of Venue: Outdoor Community Rink

Products Supplied: Becker Arena Products 4.0 Outdoor Dasher System

The Project: An updated outdoor rink using the BAP 4.0 Outdoor Dasher System to bring back the traditional look of the outdoor wood hockey board system from years past. The new dasher system utilizes a galvanized steel structure with treated lumber to provide many years of service.

Benefits: The treated lumber facing is both functional and attractive in a park setting, with construction that provides durability and decreased maintenance season after season. Chain link fencing provides puck containment. The BAP4.0 Dasher System provides multiple anchoring options for both permanent and portable systems, to give the city a variety of solutions for outdoor hockey rinks going forward.
PROJECT PROFILE:

ZACHARY PARK

Location: Plymouth, MN
Client Type: City, Parks and Recreation
Type of Venue: Outdoor

This park update project included our Signature Series BAP 6.0 Galvanized Steel Frame dasher board system built and installed on a concrete pad with white high impact fiberglass facing and kick plate, white UV stabilized high density polyethylene caprail and chain link fence on both ends. Instead of the typical 200 x 85 the city felt the smaller rink size 170 x 80 was appropriate for the current level of outdoor hockey play that was taking place and the concrete pad would be easier to maintain, flood and use less water. In the summer the plan is to use the rink for other sports like Roller Hockey and Ball Hockey.

PROJECT PROFILE:

RESTON TOWN CENTER

Location: Reston, Virginia
Project: Replacement rail system
Type of Venue: Outdoor open air pavilion

Products Supplied: Custom built railing system surround

The Project: Becker Arena Products replaced an outdated dasher system with a new and improved custom built railing system. This railing system is constructed with a powder coated aluminum frame and glass panels. The panels sit on top of the open air pavilion’s refrigerated concrete slab that serves as a recreational skating rink in the winter.

Benefits: Reston now has a state-of-the-art rink facility for recreational skating, along with the ability to easily remove and store the aluminum and glass panel system for summer activities and events.
PROJECT PROFILE:

VELOCITY TRAINING CENTER AT BRAEMAR ARENA

Location: Edina, Minnesota  
Project Type: New construction  
Type of Venue: Hockey Training Facility

Velocity Hockey Training Centers are state-of-the-art on-ice and off-ice training facilities. This project was the dry land training part of the facility where Becker Arena Products built two custom dasher panel and glass wall-style rooms, one for the treadmill and the other for their shooting area. We supplied the custom shooting curtains as well. In the strength and agility training areas we supplied the protective rubber flooring and special red turf.

PROJECT PROFILE:

BUS & FREDA DUGGER SPORTSPLEX

Location: Amarillo Texas  
Owner: KIDS INC.  
Project: Renovation  
Type of Venue: Indoor Turf Sports Facility

Products Supplied: Becker Brand Kick Series Indoor Soccer Boards

Kids Inc., a nonprofit that offers sports programs for children and families, needed to update and expand their facility offerings. They chose Becker Brand Kick Series containment boards with full length glass and retractable goals for their indoor soccer facility. The results are an enhanced viewing experience for customers and increased opportunities for multi-field activities.
PRODUCT PROFILE:

SIGNATURE SERIES 6.0 STEEL FRAME DASHER BOARDS

Becker Arena Product's Signature Series steel frame boards are built to withstand the punishment at the professional level as well as the daily use and abuse at the community level and remain solid, aligned and looking good. This basic frame construction is the core to many custom projects.

Features & Benefits:

- Fully welded frame with full angle frame construction
- Posted or Supportless Shielding Systems available
- 6" Wide standard panel with options for additional widths to fit your facilities needs
- Unique attachment of dasher facing for expansion and contraction
- High density polyethylene facing, kickplate and cap rail is the standard. Other options available
Our Signature Series Aluminum Frame dasher boards are suitable for venues that require frequent changeovers. These frames are lightweight, flexible but durable and fully-welded for strength and long-lasting durability (not mechanically fastened). Ask about our conversion friendly options, ice retainer options and wide view acrylic shielding systems.

**PRODUCT PROFILE:**

**SIGNATURE SERIES 6.0A ALUMINUM FRAME DASHER BOARDS**

- Fully welded frame
- 6” Wide standard frame with the option for other widths
- Optional clear anodized finish available
- Optional powder coat finish available
- All hardware is heavy duty zinc plated steel

**Features & Benefits**
VISION SHIELDING SYSTEM

The BAP VISION SUPPORTLESS Shielding System gives the fans a clear “vision” of play without the posts. A unique panel design which secures each tempered glass shield panel into the dasher panel. This provides both integrity and functionality for arena staff without the use of separate shielding cushions. The radius corners on this system are segmented. Optional Vision Supportless Shielding System on the sides and posted on the ends. This allows you the vision viewing for the fans on one or both sides.

STANDARD POSTED SYSTEM

The BAP ORIGINAL POSTED Shielding System ideally suited for the community rink. Anodized aluminum shield supports installed at 48” centers has been the industry standard for many years. This system can be used with either tempered glass or acrylic shields.

QUICK RELEASE POSTED SYSTEM

Utilizing the Becker Arena Products’ Quick Release shield support posts allows for easy removal and re-installation of the shielding. The system can be used with either tempered glass or acrylic shields. Available in 4’, 5’, 6’ and 8’ spacing. Ideal for multi-use buildings that require frequent and easy change-overs.

WIDE VIEW ACRYLIC SHIELDING SYSTEM

Our Wide View Acrylic Shielding System for facilities that want to incorporate the advantages of an acrylic shield and get optimum viewing for spectators. Picture shown with safety corner.
ACRYLIC SHIELDING

The choice is clear. Today an increasing number of professional hockey organizations are transitioning from glass to acrylic shielding systems. Engineered specifically for hockey arenas, ACRYLITE® RinkShield offers a solution that is safer, lighter, stronger, more flexible and easier to maintain while providing fans with an improved viewing experience.

Engineered For Hockey....
Designed specifically to meet professional-level hockey’s shielding regulations and ASTM F103-13, ACRYLITE® RinkShield outperforms industry deflection benchmarks for spectator shielding. A three-fold reduction in reaction forces over tempered glass significantly reduces the effect of impact on players and the possibility of injury.

Multi-Purpose Facilities
Whether converting from hockey to concert or back again, easy-to-handle ACRYLITE® RinkShield allows for speed and ease, reducing cost and saving time.

Weighing 100 lbs less per pane than heavy tempered glass, RinkShield is easier to handle and fabricate, further enhancing its speed and ease of installation. Even large panels can be moved by two people, eliminating the need for specialty lifts.

Replacement Sheets
RinkShield is easier to store, handle and fabricate. Arena staff can quickly and efficiently remove poly film masking, minimizing arena downtime when replacing broken glass.

Becker Arena Products, Inc. is an exclusive partner of ACRYLITE® RinkShield manufactured by Evonik Industries.
SLED HOCKEY BOXES

Sled Hockey is a growing part of the hockey community. We build half-height as well as full-height clear panels for player visibility, low threshold gates for easy access and high density polyethylene floors inside the box for easy maneuverability.

ICE DAM

An ice dam is a 2” steel or 1” high-density polyethylene base where the boards are anchored for the purpose of retaining the ice after boards are removed for other activities. A side benefit of using an ice dam is the flexibility it brings to the dasher system.

TIME KEEPERS TABLE

The basic Time Keepers Table is built with solid white 1” high-density polyethylene and adjustable mounting bracket.

BI-FOLD GATE

Our Bi-fold gates are designed to open when space does not allow for full size gate leafs.

POWDER COATED POST

Match your facility or home team colors by powder coat painting the aluminum shield supports.

WATER BOTTLE SHELF

Built-in shelving in the player boxes accommodates water bottle storage.
STOPPING FLYING PUCKS
How you install your protective netting will depend on the type of building you have. Which type of protective netting you choose is usually based on personal preference. Below are three of the most common netting options and you can always talk to a Becker Sales Consultant for help in making the best decisions for your facility.

NYLON PUCK CONTROL NETTING
- 1-1/2" #420 Knotless Nylon Mesh
- 125 lbs Break Strength
- U.V. Protected Optional
- Tape Bound With Grommets Every 24"
- Available in NHL approved fire retardant black
- Sold By The Square Foot
Order: #56.10090 (White)
Order: #56.10070 (Black)
Order: #56.10080 (Green)
Order: #56.10100 (NHL-Approved)

MONOFILAMENT PUCK CONTROL NETTING
- 1mm Nylon
- 1-1/2" Mesh
- 80 Lb Break Strength
- Translucent
- Sold With or without a Rope Binding
- Sold by the Square Foot
Order: #56.10140
Order: #56.10145 (Rope Bound)
Kevlar netting and retractable systems available upon request. Ask about our conduit frame option.

BASIC INSTALLATION HARDWARE
A. Steel C Snap: Order: #56.10020-2
B. 1/8" Steel Cable: Order: #56.10030
C. 1/4" Eye Bolt: Order: #90.10040
D. Turnbuckle: Order: #56.10170
E. Beam Clamp: Order: #56.10010
F. Cable Clamp: Order: #56.10040
Hardware will be included in quotes with labor for installation or sold separate if you are installing yourself. More information available on www.beckerarena.com
DASHER RENOVATIONS

We can help you get a few more years out of your current dasher boards by simply replacing worn out dasher components. Some of these components may be the cap rail, kickplate, gate hardware or perhaps an entire gate panel.

Our gate panels are engineered and constructed to the highest standards for years of reliable performance and are custom made to your specifications.

If you didn’t put backer on your boards when first installed, it is a great way to upgrade the look of your dasher system and your rink in general. This backer is the same durable material as our dasher facing and gives your boards a finished look. Available in various thicknesses, widths, sizes and colors. Available in permanent or quick-release configurations.
DASHER BOARD RE-FACING

Quality dasher board covering products for new construction or renovation. Some components available in the standard indoor high density polyethylene or outdoor high density polyethylene with a U.V. stabilizer or fiberglass.

WHITE DASHER FACING

Bright white high-density polyethylene dasher facing sheets are available in 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" thickness, in both 42" and 48" heights and 8' and 10' lengths. Custom sizes and thicknesses are available. U.V. stabilized material can be special ordered for use outdoors. Also available in fiberglass. Please call for more details.

KICKPLATE

High-density polyethylene kickplates are available in 1/4" and 1/2" thickness. Standard sizes are readily available and custom sizes can be fabricated to your specifications. Standard colors are yellow, light blue, gold, white, red, or dark blue. Custom colors are also available. Also available in fiberglass. Please call for more details.

CAP RAIL

Cap Rail made of high-density polyethylene. Please specify panel length, width and corner radius of rink.

Standard Choices:
- Red, Dark Blue
- 1/2", 3/4", 1" thickness
- Cut to your requirements
- Textured or smooth
- Bull Nose front and back
- Other options available upon request

POLY LINE KITS

Our standard red and blue polyethylene line kit is available in 1/4" and 1/2". An example of a basic kit includes the following and can be adjusted to fit your needs. Note: If you are changing to the new rules we can assist you in putting together a custom conversion package. All pieces can be purchased separately.

Standard Line Kits Includes:
- 2 pieces, 12" x 8" – Red
- 2 pieces, 12" x 42" – Red
- 4 pieces, 12" x 8" – Blue
- 4 pieces, 12" x 42" – Blue
- 4 pieces, 2" x 8" – Red
- 4 pieces, 2" x 42" – Red

Order: #70.22840 (1/4" Full Line Kit)
Order: #70.22830 (1/2" Full Line Kit)
Order: #70.22110 (1/4" Kickplate Only Kit)
Order: #70.22100 (1/2" Kickplate Only Kit)

FASTENERS

We supply all the fasteners required to complete your dasher component replacement project.

Available fasteners include screws in various length and sizes, with or without color matched heads. Nylon rivets sized in 3/4" or 1" length in various colors.
DASHER GATE HARDWARE

All dasher hardware is made of heavy-duty steel construction designed to withstand abuse from daily use. All hardware is furnished complete with fasteners.

A. Caster Assembly
   Order: #44.55110 (Swivel Wheel, Non-Spring Loaded Shaft)
   Order: #44.55100 (Swivel Wheel, Spring Loaded Shaft)
   Order: #44.55115 (Fixed Wheel, Fixed Shaft)

B. H.D. Swivel Caster Assembly
   Order: #44.10430

C. Cane Bolt Assembly
   Order: #44.55060

D. Heavy Duty Hinge
   Order: #44.55030

E. Spring Latch Assembly
   Order: #48.22730
   Order: #48.10750 (Spring Latch Catch)

F. Slide Bar Assembly
   Order: #44.55040

G. Piano Hinge
   Order: #44.10315 (6”x28”)

H. Lift Latch
   Order: #48.22460 (With Push Button)
   Order: #48.22420 (Without Push Button)
   or Specify Manufacturer

I. Heavy Duty Adjustable Hinge
   Order: #44.10020

J. Personnel Gate Hinge Assembly
   Order: #44.55270

K. Personnel Gate Latch
   Order: #44.55240 (Single)
   Order: #44.55280 (Double)

Call For Order Information And Pricing.
800-234-5522.

PUCK-OFF DASHER BOARD
PUCK MARK REMOVER


Order: #30.10171
**ALUMINUM SHIELD SUPPORTS**

Shield support uprights are constructed of solid extruded aluminum with clear anodized finish. Furnished complete with shield gaskets, these supports are available in various configurations to meet your specific needs. Standard and custom shield supports available.

A. **Standard BAP 6.0 Shield Support Post**  
   Round design with two-piece construction.

B. **Single Piece “H” Channel**

C. **Termination Post**  
   Used at gate locations.

D. **Quick Release Shield Support:**  
   Designed for multi-venue facilities where quick change out of shielding is required.

E. **“C” Channel**

F. **Two Piece “H” Channel**

**SHIELDING GASKETS**

Vinyl gasketing is available for 1/2” x 5/8” shields. Cut to your specific requirements.

Order: #90.10130 5/8” Grey PVC “C” Gasket  
Order: #90.10100 1/2” Clear Poly “C” Gasket  
Order: #90.10090 1/2” Black “C” Gasket

**Dovetail Gasketing**

Order: #90.10100 for 1/2” glass  
Order: #90.10120 for 5/8” glass

**VISION SUPPORTLESS SHIELDING CLIPS**

Order: #82.22000

**FOAM TAPE**

High density foam tape with adhesive back. Available in various sizes.

**SHIELD SUPPORT POST PADS**

Designed for player protection, these pads attach vertically to exposed shield supports. Made from high impact foam with vinyl exterior. Available in 11 standard colors and in 36” and 48” lengths. Custom sizes available.

Order: #60.10030 - 36” Strap Style  
Order: #60.10040 - 48” Strap Style  
Order: #60.10110 - 12” x 36” Strip Style  
Order: #60.10130 - 12” x 48” Strip Style
ACRYLIC SHIELDING CLEANING SOLUTIONS
Should be done as required with cleaning products made specifically for plastics. We recommend...

Novus #1: Gently cleans acrylic without scratching. Leaves a lustrous shine that resists fogging, repels dust, and eliminates static.
Order: #30.10180 (1/2 gallon container)

Novus #2: Removes fine scratches, haziness and abrasions from acrylic.
Order: #30.10190 (1/2 gallon container)

Novus #3: Removes heavy scratches and abrasions.
Order: #30.10200 (8-oz container)

DASHER CLEANING SOLUTIONS
Blue Dash: A high abrasive dasher board cleaner for those really tough jobs.
Order: #30.10010 (1 gallon container)

Citrusolve: A general purpose cleaner for boards and all around the arena.
Order: #30.10020 (1 gallon container)

Exceed Board Sealer: Apply to dasher board facings to make the cleaning process easier the next time. Apply two light coats to your new boards or immediately after cleaning your existing boards.
Order: #30.10150 (1 gallon container)

More solutions for cleaning dasher boards can be found on: www.theicescoop.com
**DASHER PANEL STORAGE CART**

Simplify dasher storage with a Dasher Panel Storage Cart. Large polyethylene bed accommodates 6000 lbs. Heavy-duty steel uprights and frame construction with push bar and easy-rolling casters. Each cart can hold 13-14 panels.

Order: #76.10010

---

**A-FRAME SHIELD STORAGE CART**

- 4,000 Lbs. Capacity
- Fork Lift Hoops Mounted On Sides
- Hot Dipped Galvanized Finish
- Caster Kit Sold Separately

**Your Choice:**
- 82" (L) X 44" (W). Load Height 48"
  Overall Height 58" Without Casters.
- 96" (L) X 44" (W). Load Height 60"
  Overall Height 70" Without Casters.

---

**GLASS HANDLER SUCTION CUPS**

These sturdy 8" vacuum suction cups handle tempered glass or acrylic shields. Just a few quick pumps gives a rock-solid hold on any smooth, nonporous material.

Order: #82.10140

---

**ELECTRONIC SUCTION CUP**

These power grippers are expandable to meet a variety of glass handling needs. Interchangeable lift frames provide manual 180 degree rotation and 90 degree tilt. On-board DC power permits cord-free use with a power hoist. AC powered units are also available.

Order: #82.10130
Whether you are a contractor, architect, or rink owner, your satisfaction is important to us. That’s why we offer products and services beyond the boards and partner with you in the planning, design and construction phases of your arena project.

Becker’s Beyond The Boards products include bleachers, benching, locker rooms, skate racking, flooring, scoreboards, air quality monitoring systems, and more. We can help you succeed by understanding your situation and needs, while making sure you stay on budget and on schedule.

We also offer project management services along with our knowledgeable and experienced staff, including a design team, project managers, and professional installers. Becker builds relationships beyond the boards, helping with the challenges of operations and maintenance you face during construction and beyond.

Check out what we have to offer, and call us about your needs beyond the boards.
BAP RECYCLED PLASTIC LUMBER BLEACHER SEATING

Designed to be installed on pre-cast concrete with or without a recycled plastic backrest. This style of spectator bleacher seating is made with 100% recycled high-density polyethylene plastic lumber. There are numerous designs available, custom manufactured to your facility’s requirements. For design help, pricing or installation information call us today at 800-234-5522.

Benefits of Recycled Plastic
- Low Maintenance including no painting or staining
- Will not rot and resists oil
- Splinter-free
- Environmentally sensitive
- Saws, drills and screws like real wood
- Available in a wide range of colors and sizes

Design Choices:
- Flat Bench 10” Or 12” Wide
- Flat Bench With Back Rest 10” Or 12” Wide
- Installed Or Supply Only
- Designed To Be Installed On Pre-cast Concrete Risers
- New Construction Or Retro-fit
BAP RECYCLED PLASTIC LUMBER BENCHES

Recycled Plastic Lumber Benches are perfect for any lobby area when your patrons need to change their skates or wait for sessions to start or end. They are comfortable, practical and can stand up to wear, tear and abuse.

Planning and layout assistance at no charge. Call today for more information: 800-234-5522.

Benefits Of Recycled Plastic
- Low Maintenance, No Painting, Staining & Will Not Rot
- Resists Oil
- Splinter-Free
- Saws, Drills And Screws Like Real Wood
- Available In A Wide Range Of Colors And Sizes
- Environmentally Sensitive

Design Choices:
- Single Sided or Double Sided
- Standard Length, 6’, 8’, 10’ or 12’ (Custom Lengths Available)
- With or Without A Back
- In A Wide Range Of Colors
- Standard Bench Frame Is Aluminum (Available With Powder Coating)
- Shipped Assembled
**BAP ULTIMATE LOCKER ROOM**

**Benefits Of Recycled Plastic**
- Low Maintenance, No Painting, Staining & Will Not Rot
- Resists Oil
- Splinter-Free
- Saws, Drills And Screws Like Real Wood
- Available In A Wide Range Of Colors And Sizes
- Environmentally Sensitive

**Design Choices:**
- Wall Mount Style Bench
- Pedestal Style Bench
- Free Standing Style Bench
- Shelf And Coat Hook Combination
- Coat Hooks Only
- Ask About Protective Floor Coverings To Complete Your Room.
Let us help you design your space!

With a simple layout of your space and the number of skates you intend to inventory, we’ll give you a complete rental skate storage solution!

- Completely Transform unused or inefficient spaces with the Becker Arena MSR System
- Our exclusive MSR Blade Saver design helps prevent blades from rusting
- A total MSR Modular System grows with your business and easily allows for changes in your inventory needs.

Call us today: 800-234-5522
For design details visit us at: www.beckerarena.com
MODULAR SKATE RACK SYSTEM

Becker Arena Products offers 12 different custom configurations that can include any combination of the following:
- Wall or Center Room Systems
- Under the Counter Systems
- Mobile Unit Systems
- Single-Sided or Double-Sided Shelves
- Single-Deep or Double-Deep Shelves

Benefits of the Becker MSR System
- Shelves adjust vertically and skate holders adjust horizontally.
- Sturdy powder coated steel upright posts & shelves.
- Extruded plastic Blade Saver System stores by suspending the boot and protecting the skate blade.
- Skates are easy to store and locate with our labeling options.
**Durability and Design for High Performance**

Manufactured from the highest quality rubber, SportFloor features an extra tough, slip-resistant and easy-to-clean surface specifically designed to withstand even the most demanding arena surface needs. Plus, available in a wide variety of colors, SportFloor offers full customization capabilities to fulfill the branding and design requirements for a variety of ice rink applications.

With three versatile product lines - Stamina, ReAction and ProXL - SportFloor is the complete package provider for all of your ice rink flooring needs.

**Stamina**  
Best Value

**ReAction**  
Long-lasting Performance

**ProXL**  
Superior Versatility

For a full listing of available colors, see Technical Data Sheets.

**SportFloor Benefits**

- Skate Resistant
- High Traffic Durability
- Slip Resistant
- Low Life Cycle Cost

Call For More Information: 1.800.234.5522  
Or Visit Us At: www.beckerarena.com

Becker Arena Products Inc - Exclusive Ice Rink Distributor for SportFloor in the United States
SPORTFLOOR
STAMINA

Stamina is ultra-durable, non-absorbent and cut resistant, making it the best recycled rubber ice rink flooring on the market.

- Non-Absorbent and Easy to Clean
- Cut and Dent Resistant
- 100% Recycled, Vulcanized Rubber Flooring
- Slip-Resistant
- Qualifies for LEED Credits

Features and Technical Specifications

Construction: 100% recycled rubber
Speckle: 20% EPDM
Finish: Smooth top, textured bottom
Size: 48” x 72” (4’ x 6’)
Thickness: 3/8” or ½”
Weight: 3/8” mat is 60lbs per mat
½” mat is 70lbs per mat

Stamina Color Codes:
100 Black, 110 Black with Red speckle, 120 Black with Grey speckle, 130 Black with Blue speckle & 190 Black with Earth speckle

Picture shows Stamina floor with a Pro-XL logo

5 YEAR WARRANTY
SPORTFLOOR
ReACTION & PROXL

ReAction tiles are engineered specifically for durability, safety and to handle abuse from skate blades. The dual layer vulcanized construction creates a non-porous, easy to clean and easy to maintain floor covering for any ice arena.
- Designed for durability
- Slip-Resistant Surface
- Easy Maintenance Without Waxes or Finishes
- Wide Variety of Color Choices
- Qualifies for LEED Credits

Features and Technical Specifications

| Construction: | Dual-Layer Vulcanized Rubber |
| Finish: | Matte or Gloss |
| Size: | 1 meter x 1 meter |
| Thickness: | 10mm |
| Weight: | 34.5lbs per mat |

ReAction Color Codes:
- 612 Mid Grey/Black
- 620 Red/Black/Light Grey
- 630 Black/Light Grey
- 640 Dark Blue/Black/Light Grey
- 650 Green/Black/Light Grey
- 660 Brown/Black/Light Grey
- 675 Putty/Black/Light Grey

ProXL Color Codes:
- 512 Mid Grey/Black
- 520 Red/Black
- 530 Black/Tan
- 540 Dark Blue/Tan
- 550 Green/Tan
- 562 Espresso/Black
- 567 Sand/Chocolate
- 575 Putty/Chocolate
- 590 Plum/Tan
- 720 Black/Earth

ReAction Colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>Mid Grey/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>Red/Black/Light Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>Black/Light Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>Dark Blue/Black/Light Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>Green/Black/Light Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>Brown/Black/Light Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675</td>
<td>Putty/Black/Light Grey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ProXL Colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>Mid Grey/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>Red/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>Black/Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>Dark Blue/Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>Green/Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>562</td>
<td>Espresso/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567</td>
<td>Sand/Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575</td>
<td>Putty/Chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>Plum/Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>Black/Earth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROTECT-ALL™
ALL PURPOSE FLOOR COVER

Fabricated from recycled polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and reinforced for added strength and durability, PROTECT-ALL is an environmentally friendly flooring solution. PROTECT-ALL is highly resistant to chemicals, grease, stains, impact/punctures, fire, tearing and wear. It is sanitary, easy to clean, will not absorb odors, and can reduce sound level as well.

Colors: Dark Gray, Burgundy, Terra Cotta, Tan, Blue, Green, Black, and Light Gray.

Thickness: 1/4"
Sheets: 60” x 96” Sheet (40 SQ. FT.)

EVERLAST NIKE GRIND
RECYCLED RUBBER FLOORING

Designed with punishment in mind using only the finest quality recycled rubber and state-of-the-art technology. Available in rolls and tiles. Everlast Nike Grind flooring products are durable enough to withstand constant abuse and high traffic while providing comfort and safety.

- Seamless appearance
- Odorless
- Made in the U.S.A.
- Slip resistant
- Easy installation & maintenance options

Rolls
Thickness: 1/4", 3/8" or 5/16" / Roll Dimensions: 48” wide / Length: Varies depending on thickness /
Colors: Percent of fleck color choice from 0 to 35%

Colors and Zones:
1/4”= 3 color choices - Black, 10% Blue & 10% Grey
3/8”= 10 - 10% color choices
5/16” = 42 color choices in zones 1, 2 and 3

Tiles - Straight Edge
Thickness: 1/4” or 3/8" / Tile Size: 36” x 36”

Call For Samples And Brochure. 800-234-5522.

BAP CHOICE SKATE
TRAFFIC CARPET

BAP Choice Skate Traffic Carpet is tough enough to survive ice skate traffic yet maintains its natural beauty and luster. Polypropylene fiber lasts longer than traditional nylon carpets and repels moisture to resist rot and mildew. A special anti-microbial treatment results in fast drying — ideal for locker rooms and other high-moisture areas.

Dimensions
3/8” thick, available in 19 11/16” x 19 11/16” squares. Also available in rolls.
**EZ “PRO” INSULATED ICE COVER**

The EZ “Pro” Ice Floor Cover is the ideal product for your next dry floor event. The structural properties of woven and continuous strand fiberglass along with the lightweight features of foam will provide your facility with a product that will not absorb water—this eliminates rotting and gives you a storage area that is odor free. The high density composition also eliminates the worry of your ice cover sticking to the ice. Standard thickness is 1”—other thicknesses available. Lamination also available.

**HOMASOTE ICE DECK**

Homasote is a moisture-resistant structural panel ideal for placement directly over indoor ice. When an ice rink must be used for multi-purpose activities, these 4’ x 8’ panels quickly convert the ice sheet for a dry-floor use. Panels are made of a 100% recycled wood product and chemically treated for termite, rot and fungus protection.

**INDOOR SOCCER CONVERSION**

Converting your dasher board system for indoor soccer is relatively easy using BAP pre-fabricated soccer goals and support panels. It is easy to remove existing dasher panels and insert our soccer goals and pre-fabricated support panels. Give us a sketch of your current dasher board layout and we will price the goals, nets, support panels and shielding to fit perfectly in your dasher board system. The pre-fabricated soccer goals come complete with a header over the goal to match your existing shielding height.

Retractable goals are also available to convert the field to lacrosse or inline hockey.

Ask About Turf Options To Complete Your Project.
SCOREBOARDS
- Circuit boards are coated for protection against moisture, critical in outdoor and Ice Arena environments.
- High quality LED digits, improving the character’s appearance and making them easier to read. The high quality LED’s offer an improved viewing angle and will not fade noticeably over time.
- Easy to operate, designed and programmed by people who play the games.
- All aluminum enclosures come with powder coated paint finish.
- Time of day displayed on most scoreboards when scoreboard is not in use. Time of day includes daylight savings time and includes battery backup.

Model: 6220
Size: 18’ (w) x 3’10” (h) x 4” (d).
Approximate Weight: 150 lbs.

Model: 6240
Size: 6’ (w) x 3’6” (h) x 4” (d).
Approximate Weight: 50 lbs.

Model: 1220
Size: 3’4” (w) x 1’2” (h) x 6” (d).
Approximate Weight: 25 lbs.

Model: Shots on Goal
Size: 5’ (w) x 3’ (h) x 6” (d)
Approximate Weight: 25 lbs.

Model: 6410 4 sided
Size: 8’ (w) x 7’8” (h) x 4’ (d) each side.
Approximate Weight: 2000 lbs.

More models available at: www.beckerarena.com
You need your rink to be ready for the season. You need to stay on schedule and on budget. You need a plan that provides an easy and affordable way to do it.

Becker Arena Products has the answer in our **Rink Ready Program**, with everything you need for:
- Spring or Fall ice installation and maintenance
- Any size rink, from the smallest community to large venues
- Your established rink undergoing off-season maintenance or dry floor activities
- Your new rink preparing for its first season

Your rink will perform and look like new when the puck drops in the fall. You’ll look like a champion with our comprehensive line of ice making products, rink layouts, accessories, resurfacer parts, and more.

We can design a program that fits your needs, whether you plan months in advance, weeks in advance, or need materials on short notice. Most items are in stock and ready to ship within 24 hours.

**Rink Ready** is an easy and affordable program that has kept ice arenas operating on time and on budget for over two decades.
HOSE REEL CRANK WIND
Our Standard hose reel holds 250’ of hose (depending on hose diameter). Available in other sizes. Speak to one of our sales consultants with help in determining the best reel for your facility.
Order: #50.1017 (Holds 250’ hose)

FLOODING HOSE
Custom cut to your required length.
Order: #50.10020 (1” red)
Order: #50.10040 (1.5” red)
Order: #50.10010 (1” black)
Order: #50.10030 (1.5” black)
Fittings: Order: #50.10100 for 1” hose
Order: #50.10080 for 1.5” hose

FLOODING NOZZLES
Adjusts from a fine mist to a heavy spray.
Order: #50.10130 (1” Lexan)
Order: #50.10150 (1.5” Lexan)

ICE CLEATS
Order: #32.10300.0 - Small
Order: #32.10300.1 - Medium
Order: #32.10300.2 - Large
Order: #32.10300.3 - XL
ICE PAINTING TIPS
- Build your ice over concrete or sand to 1/8" - 1/4" thick.
- Keep the floor between 16-18 degrees Fahrenheit.
- Wear clean non marking shoes. If you have to leave the ice during the painting process we suggest you keep a clean rug available to wipe your shoes.
- Off the ice surface and close to a water source, mix in your powder paint in the mixing tank according to the directions on the paint bag.
- Wearing a dust mask is suggested.
- Enlist 2 or 3 helpers for hose management and paint mixing.
- Walk with boom at a consistent speed overlapping slightly with each pass of spray.
- When finished, seal the paint with a coat or two of cold water using your boom. This also cleans out the nozzles on the boom which prepares it for storage.

MIXING TANK
Our ice painting system comes with a mixing tank, a 5.5 hp pump with motor, a mixer, spray boom and the necessary attachments.
Order: #62.10480 (Single tank)
*Components can be purchased separately
*Don't forget your hose and hose reel

SPRAY BOOM
Our spray boom is constructed of high quality materials for top performance with threaded hose connections and a 10’ wide spray pattern. “T-jet” spray nozzles provide you with a consistent and uniform spray. Replacement spray nozzles sold separately.
Order: #62.10440
LUMIN’ICE PREMIUM

New Improved Lumin’Ice Premium High Intensity, our top-of-the-line powder ice paint. You no longer have to mess with an additive. All the brighteners are in the powder’s pigment making this new formula an improvement of convenience and appearance.

Your 200’ x 85’ rink will require 2-3 coats for best results (6-9, 50 lb. bags).
Order# 62.90110

LUMIN’ICE BASIC

Lumin’Ice Basic white powder paint, a good choice for a clean white sheet of ice. You will get excellent coverage at a reasonable price. A Standard 200’ x 85’ rink requires 3 coats for best results (approx 15, 50 lb. bags).

Follow all direction on the bag. Both paints are sold in 50 pound bags.
Order# 62.90110

ULTIMATE VINYL LINE KITS

Basic Kit Includes:
- 1-roll of 12” red line
- 4-rolls of 2” red line
- 1-each red dot
- 4-each red 15’ circuits

Ultimate Kit Includes A Basic Kit Plus:
- 2-each goal creases
- Rink Layout diagram
- 2-rolls 2” red checkered line
- 1-each 2pc rubber template kit

Order: #92.55470 - 200’ X 85’ Rink
Order: #92.55450 - 200’ X 100’ Rink

For second-sheet or second-year applications buy the kit without the utility pack:
200’ X 85’ Rink - Order: #92.55460
200’ X 100’ Rink - Order: #92.55440

Go to www.beckerarena.com to view our Ultimate Vinyl video
BASIC ULTIMATE VINYL LINE KIT

For 200’ X 85’ Rink

Kit Includes:

Order: #92.10320 - 1 Roll 12” Red Line
Order: #92.10290 - 2 Rolls 12” Blue Line
Order: #92.10350 - 4 Rolls 2” Red Line
Order: #92.10140 - 8 Each 24” Red Dots With Die Cut
Order: #92.10130 - 1 Each 12” Blue Dot
Order: #92.10060 - 1 Each Blue 15’ Circle
Order: #92.10070 - 4 Each Red 15’ Circles
Order: #92.10410 - 1 Each Referee Crease
Order: #92.22500 - Full Kit

Order: #92.10150 - Old USA Hockey Format
Order: #92.10170 - NHL, NCAA & NFHS Format
Order: #92.10160 - 2” Red Arc Lines

For 200’ X 100’ Rink

Kit Includes:

Order: #92.10310 - 1 Roll 12” Red Line
Order: #92.10300 - 2 Rolls 12” Blue Line
Order: #92.10340 - 4 Rolls 2” Red Line
Order: #92.10140 - 8 Each 24” Red Dots With Die Cut
Order: #92.10130 - 1 Each 12” Blue Dot
Order: #92.10060 - 1 Each Blue 15’ Circle
Order: #92.10070 - 4 Each Red 15’ Circles
Order: #92.10410 - 1 Each Referee Crease
Order: #92.22480 - Full Kit

Utility Pack

- One Rink Diagram
- 6’ 1” Steel Wire Cable (For Goal Crease)
- 10’ Steel Wire Cable (For Referee Crease)
- 15’ Steel Wire Cable (For Face Off Circles)
- Two Markers
- One 250’ Roll Of String
Order: #92.22520

ULTIMATE VINYL GOAL CREASE

Our Ultimate Vinyl Goal Crease is easy to install. Simply lay out on the ice and freeze in. When stored dry you can use your same crease year after year.

Order: #92.10150 - Old USA Hockey Format
Order: #92.10170 - NHL, NCAA & NFHS Format
Order: #92.10160 - 2” Red Arc Lines

ULTIMATE VINYL CURLING KIT

Transform your ice for curling quickly and easily with this simple, four-piece construction kit. Sold in pairs (two houses). Hog lines sold separately.

Order: #92.10110- blue outer ring Kit
Order: #92.10120 - red outer ring Kit
Order: #92.10080 - 4” x 50’ black vinyl hog line Kit
LUMIN’ICE LIQUID LINE & LOGO PAINT
Sold in 1 gallon containers. Excellent spreading characteristics reducing amount of paint consumption.
Order: #62.90120 Blue
Order: #62.90140 Red
Order: #62.90150 Black
Order: #62.90160 Yellow
Order: #62.90170 Green
Order: #62.90180 Custom
Order: #62.90130 Goal Crease Blue

BRIGHT SEAL CONCRETE PAINT
Seal your concrete floor white with oil-based “Bright Seal” concrete Sealer, an alternative to painting your ice. Manufacturer suggested spread ratio is approximately 120-130 gallons per 17,000 sq. ft. to give a good protection and appearance. Estimate 200 sq. ft. per gallon for the first coat and roughly 300 sq ft per gallon for the second coat.
Order: #62.10140 (1 gallon white)
Order: #62.10160 (5 gallon white)
Order: #62.10170 (55 gallon white)
Order: #62.10030 (5 gallon clear)

BRIGHT SEAL CONCRETE LINE & LOGO
Product and Part numbers will change if you are in a VOC regulated state. Please get details from your Customer Service Representative if you are in one of the following states: ME, VT, NH, NY, CT, RI, MA, PA, NJ, DE, VA, MD.
Order: #62.10110 (1 gallon Blue )
Order: #62.10130 (1 gallon Red)
Order: #62.10180 (1 gallon Goal Crease)
Order: #62.10120 (1 gallon custom logo)

ULTIMATE VINYL WHITE BASE COAT
Order: #92.10550
Order: #xx.xxxxx (White Paper Base Coat)

POUNCE PATTERN
A pounce pattern is the best tool to use if you choose to paint your own logos. Simply lay paper on the ice and use a chalk pad to pounce the pattern through the holes on to the ice, then remove the paper and paint in the outlines.
Order: #62.10420

PAPER LETTERS
Made of tissue paper 24” tall, red or blue
Order: #66.10140 Letters
Order: #66.10170 Stars

PAPER LINE KIT
The original “tissue” 9 (or paper weight#) paper line kit contains enough material for four single or two double applications.
Order: #66.22150
Order: #66.10180 (Optional Cloth Line Kit)
ULTIMATE VINYL IN-ICE GRAPHICS

Achieve a perfect result every time. Eliminate the need for pounce patterns and shave hours off labor – intensive painting jobs. All we need is your artwork and dimensions and your graphic arrives ready to layout on the ice. Simply set in place and lightly spray. You can’t make a mistake! If you decide to move it, just pull it up and reposition. Sold by the square foot.

Vibrant, reusable & easy-to-install In-Ice Graphics used in professional and community rinks nation-wide for logos or team graphics.

- Picture Perfect
- Tear-Resistant Vinyl Mesh Material
- Big Enough Holes To Eliminate Air Entrapment
- Small Enough Holes To Give You Great Big Color
- Installs In Minutes

Order: #42.10170

Artwork Requirements:
- Original art must be scaled to 100% of final size
- Use CMYK color model

Acceptable Software:
Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop and Quark Xpress
(If created in Photoshop, final layout should be 72 dpi)

Acceptable File Formats:
.ai / .eps / .psd / .qv / .tif / .pdf

Zip Large Files Before Sending By E-Mail To Your Sales Consultant.

ULTIMATE™ IN-ICE COACHING AID

Durable, freeze-in rink diagram is used to illustrate plays and drills. Made from the same material as reusable Ultimate in-ice graphics size is 36” x 60” Special-order sizes are available.

Order: #32.10030
DASHER ADVERTISING

We offer two types of Dasher Advertising products, the Adhesive backed and Drop-In with clear cover style. It's just a matter of personal preference although, many community rinks like the drop-in clear cover style for added protection.

ADHESIVE BACKED DASHER GRAPHIC

High impact laminated graphic has a very aggressive adhesive that will adhere to any board surface. This product is designed to last. Custom sizes available. Order: #42.10030 (Size 33” x 96”)

POLYCARBONATE COVERED “DROP-IN” STYLE DASHER AD GRAPHIC

Printed to a water resistant, tear resistant, synthetic material. Order: #42.10020 (Graphic) Order: #82.10170 (1/8” Polycarbonate Only cut to your dasher size)

BANNER ADVERTISING

Banners, full color, digitally printed on one or two sides. Made from a durable moisture resistant vinyl. You choose either square or chevron; pole or grommet style. Great for sponsorship or championships! Order# 42.10010

RESURFACER ADVERTISING

Digitally printed for one-of-a-kind graphics sold by the square foot plus installation. Order: #42.10140
Measure and Record Ice Depth Quickly and Accurately with the **IceTec8** Precision Ice Measurement Tool from PrecIce Technology Inc.

*Eliminate the inefficient and inaccurate process of drilling, measuring and recording while kneeling on the ice!*

With the IceTec 8 you can accurately measure and record the depth of an entire rink in less time than it takes to drill and measure a few holes. The IceTec 8 uses state-of-the-art ultrasonic technology to measure ice depth accurately on both concrete and sand based rinks.

The IceTec 8 is Easy to use. Just turn it on and touch the ice surface. Ice thickness is displayed digitally and recorded with the touch of a button.

The on-screen Rink Diagram shows you where you have measured and where you need to measure.

When you are finished measuring the rink the data is downloaded to your computer where the custom software package allows you to manage the data and print reports. The software can effectively manage data for up to 8 ice sheets.

Use the IceTec 8 to keep your rink level, safe and rink-ready in record time – maintaining proper and consistent ice thickness lowers energy costs and improves set-up times. Lines and logos are brighter and clearer and the possibility of injuries or delays due to blowouts are virtually eliminated.
THOMSEN GASOLINE ICE EDGER

Powered by a 10.5 H.P. Briggs & Stratton engine, this powerful edger delivers 13.25 LB./FT. of torque at 2850 RPM. Features include a 3/4” square cutter with eight cutting sides, 18” surface cutting diameter, and a snow deflector guard that directs ice chips towards the center of the rink. An optional electric starter is available. One year parts and labor warranty. Thomsen Edgers are also available in battery-powered models.

Specifications:
- **Engine**: Briggs & Stratton 10.5 Hp. I/C Industrial Commercial (Electric Starter Optional)
- **Torque**: 13.25 Ft. Lbs. @ 2850 Rpm
- **Cutter Type**: 3/4” Square Quick - Change Carbide Inserts, 8 Cutting Sides
- **Cutter Blade**: Adjustable Tilt And Depth
- **Cutter Diameter**: 18” Of Surface Contact For Precise And Quick Cutting
- **Cutter Height**: Adjustable By A Handle Located In Convenient Reach Of The Operator Which Is Attached To A Synchronized Wheel Assembly To Maintain A Uniform Angle
- **Wheels**: Four 6” Wheels Provide Stable Control And Maneuverability On And Off Ice
- **Snow Deflector Guard**: Directs Ice Chips Towards Center Of Rink Where Resurfacer Collects It
- **Heavy Duty Construction**: Shipping Wt. 165 Lbs. Operating Wt. 120 Lbs
- **Shipping Dimensions**: 4” Width, 42” Height, 42” Length And Comes Fully Assembled

Order: #34.10240 (Electric Start)

*Call Us For Your Replacement Edger Blade Needs.*

WINN BATTERY ICE EDGER

Battery powered hand ice edger built for superior performance.

- Developed and Produced in Sweden with Cooperation From Swedish Ice Experts
- Battery Powered Hand Edger
- Cutter Blades on Upper and Underside of the Plate
- Batteries: 2 x 75Ah 12 volt
- Fully Automatic Charger: 10 amp / 70 to 130 volts

Order: #34.12000

*Call Us For Your Replacement Edger Blade Needs.*
ICE RESURFACER TOWELS
Made from 100% 5ply cotton terrycloth for maximum durability and brass grommets for a superior hold. Available in 77", 80" and 84"

STUDDED TIRES
Our tires are studded specifically for rink use and are not road worthy. Call for brand specific information.

ICE RESURFACER BLADES
Tempered steel edge inlaid resurfacer blades that are 5” high x .5” thick with a 27-degree bevel on the knife end. Available in 77”, 80” and 84”

CONDITIONER SQUEEGEE
Made from a duro gum rubber, which is resilient but pliable. 1/4” thick x 84” long - can easily be cut to your size.

BLADE NUTS & BOLTS
7/16 #14 1-3/4 Stainless Steel Blade Bolts. 7/16 #14 Stainless Steel Blade Bolt Nut.

BOARD BRUSH
Available for most ice resurfacers.

WASH WATER PUMP IMPELLER
Available for most ice resurfacers.

FELT RESURFACER TOWEL
Alternative to the terry cotton style. Available in 77”, 80” or 84”.
SHOVEL AND SQUEEGEES

A. Heavy Duty Steel Pusher
Features carbon steel blade with 48” handle made of durable ash. Pushers are available in 24” and 30” widths.
Order: #84.10060 (24” Length)
Order: #84.10070 (30” Length)

B. General Purpose Snow Shovel
This durable shovel features a 14½” x 15½” carbon steel blade and 38” flame-toughened ash handle.
Order: #84.10090

C. Aluminum Scoop
Durable, lightweight aluminum scoop comes with 30” handle* and 15-1/4” x 19” blade.
Order: #84.10080

D. Hot-Forged Scraper
Durable forged steel ice scraper has 8” x 5” blade and tough 54” ash handle* or straight 48” steel handle.
Order: #84.10040 (Ash Handle)
Order: #84.10030 (Steel Handle)

E. Wood Handles
Heavy duty, 60” long, replacement handles fit all squeegee sizes.
Order: #84.10170

F. Squeegees
Features alloy extruded aluminum angle, 1/4” x 2” rubber blade, straight-end style or curved-end style to move large amounts of water. Each style is available in 30” or 36” lengths. Sold as a complete unit. Handle and blade can be purchased separately.
Order: #84.55190 (30” Curved)
Order: #84.55230 (30” Straight)
Order: #84.55200 (36” Curved)
Order: #84.55240 (36” Straight)
PROFESSIONAL STYLE GOAL FRAME PACKAGES

Each Professional Style Goal Frame Package includes:
- 1 Pair Professional Goal Frames
- 1 Pair Nets Of Your Choice
- 1 Pair Of Back Pads
- 1 Tube Lacing Twine
- Instructions

Order: #40.55090 Pro Style GFP with 5MM, Knotless Net
Order: #40.55110 Pro Style GFP with 6MM Resin Net

Professional Goal Frame Only
Made of heavy duty tubular steel with rounded corner, these durable frames conform to all professional standards and safety rules. Dimensions: 4’ H x 6’ W x 44” D.

Order: #40.10160 - All Red
Order: #40.10165 - Regulation Red Front, White Back

5MM PROFESSIONAL KNOTLESS NETS

One-piece construction made from woven knotless nylon. Includes lacing twine. Net size: 4’H x 6’W; mesh size: 2½” diamond.

Order: #40.10270

6MM RESIN-DIPPED PROFESSIONAL KNOTLESS NETS

Made of 100% heat-set knotless nylon with a 2½” diamond mesh. Features an 880 lb break strength and resin bonding to extend net life and make it cut resistant.

Order: #40.10260

COACH’S ARENA WALL BOARD

This large 24” x 30” is designed for wall mounting in locker rooms. Includes dry erase marker.

Order: #32.10040
PROFESSIONAL STYLE
GOAL FRAME PACKAGES

Our goal frame pads are constructed of heavy duty, tear resistant vinyl. Back support pad and top pad attach to frame with Velcro, bottom pad attached with lacing twine. UOM-Pair Sold separate or in a package.

Order: #40.55400 (Complete set of pads)

If Sold Separately
Order: #40.10370 Back Support Pad
Order: #40.10380 Bottom Pad
Order: #40.10430 Top Pad
Order: #40.10410 Top Center Pad

NET & PAD PACKAGES FOR PROFESSIONAL GOAL FRAMES

Each package will include:
- 1 Pair Of The Net Of Your Choice
- 1 Pair Of Bottom And Back Pads
- 1 Pair Of Net Protectors (Skirts)
- Lacing Twine & Instructions

Order: #40.55330 Package with 5MM knotless nets
Order: #40.55350 with 6MM resin nets

GOAL FRAME PADS

Constructed of heavy duty, tear resistant vinyl. Back support pad and top pad attach to frame with velcro, bottom pad attached with lacing twine.

Order: #40.10370 Back Support Pad
Order: #40.10380 Bottom Pad

NET PROTECTOR (SKIRT)

Made of ballistic-woven nylon, protects the back of the netting from skate cuts. One pair consists of 2 lengths of 6” x 13.5’ with metal eyelets approximately every 3”. Nylon lacing twine included.

Order: #40.10310*

*Ask about our clear end option

LACING & REPAIR TWINE

Multi-use braided nylon twine supplied in 1lb tubes. Breaking strain is 415 lbs approximately 220’ tube.

Order: #40.10240

EMBROIDERED SKIRT

Show off your rink or school by embroidering your name on the goal frame protective skirt. Available only with the purchase of a new order. The recommendation is to use standard block letters, but we can embroider logos with supplied artwork.

Call For Order Information And Pricing.
800-234-5522.
**PRACTICE GOAL FRAME PACKAGES**

Each package includes 1-pair practice style goal frames and 1-pair net of your choice.

Order: #40.55120 (Practice Style GFP with 3MM Practice Goal Net)
Order: #40.55130 (Practice Style GFP with 5MM Professional Knotless Net) (Needs to be cut down)

**COMPONENTS IF SOLD SEPARATELY**

**Practice Goal Frame**

Save wear and tear on your game goal frames with these light weight goals for practice. This frame is just 24” deep but has the same 4’H x 6’W opening as the professional frame. Constructed of a tubular steel with a rectangular base and rounded corners.

Order: #40.10140

**3MM Practice Goal Net**

Use indoors or outdoors. Standard size is 6’H x 10’W. Lacing twine included. Available in black and white. Note, black net is U.V. stabilized.

Order: #40.10230

**5MM Professional Knotless Nets**

One-piece construction made from woven knotless nylon. Includes lacing twine. Net size: 4’H x 6’W; mesh size: 2½” diamond.

Order: #40.10270

**FLEXIBLE PEGS**

Flexible pegs allow goal frames to release on hard impact. Made of durable plastic, one set can last for several seasons. Inserts are available in three sizes.

Order: #40.10520 (1-3/8” stepped)
Order: #40.10500 (1-5/8”)
Order: #40.10510 (13/16” stepped)

**FREEZE-IN POSTS**

Specially designed spikes release the goal frame on impact helping to prevent injury. Four to a set.

Order: #40.10550 (1-1/2” diameter for the professional style goal frames)
Order: #40.10540 (1-3/8” diameter for practice frame)
Order: #40.10530 (3/4” diameter for broomball frame)
EDGE PRO TECH
New innovative Goalie skate blade protector protects skate blades from striking goal post during play.
- Dramatically reduces nicks and dull edges
- Improves edge performance
Order: #40.10610

GLASS CLING RINK DIAGRAM
Perfect coaching tool. Suggested for use on tempered glass only. Size: 24” x 30”
Order: #32.10045

BROOMBALL GOAL FRAMES, NETS & EQUIPMENT
Our Broomball goal frames are a welded one-piece tubular steel construction with a red powder-coat painted finish. The nets are made of a braided 3.5MM knotted nylon with a 4” square mesh.
Order: #40.10010 (International Size Goal Frame 60” H x 80” W x 24” D)
Order: #40.10250 (International Size Goal Frame Net)
Order: #40.10015 (U.S. Size Goal Frame 72” H x 96” W x 30” D)
Order: #40.10255 (U.S. Size Goal Frame Net)

Call For Order Information And Pricing.
800-234-5522.

Broom
Orange head style: 1” round x 46” wood shaft. Wt 1.35lb
Red head style: 1-1/8” round x 47” wood shaft. Wt 1.75lb
Order: #32.10010 (specify by color when ordering)

Official Outdoor Broomball (Blue)
- Softer/easier to shoot
- High wear and performance
- Molded rubber, low bounce
Order: #30.10025

Official Indoor Broomball (Orange)
- National & International play
- Molded rubber, Canadian-style
- Low bounce
- IFBA and USBA approved to the highest standards
- High wear and performance
Order: #32.10020
GEARGRID STICK RACK
Heavy-duty steel construction and durable powder coat finishing ensure long life, while our open design promotes maximum air movement for faster drying. Three standard colors are available (red, black, and beige). Custom colors are available upon request. Overall dimensions: 50 5/8" wide x 37 1/4" tall x 24" deep.

Call For Order Information And Pricing. 800-234-5522.

BECKER BRAND
HOCKEY STICK RACK
Made of heavy powder-coated steel and polyethylene. Available in two standard sizes.
Order: #32.10190 (48" - 24 Sticks)
Order: #32.10200 (54" - 28 Sticks)

PUCKS
Order: #32.10270 (Practice Puck - 100 per case)
Order: #32.10280 (Blue Lightweight Puck - 50 per case)
Order: #32.10290 (Markless Puck - 48 per case)
Order: #32.10470 (Official Game Puck - 48 per case)
(NFHS Approved)

POLY BOUNDARY CONES
These flexible, highly visible orange 12" or 18" tall markers are adaptable to most activities where zoning or boundaries are needed. Use indoors or out. Stackable for easy storage.
Order: #32.10440 (12")  Order: #32.10450 (18")

SHOOTER TRAINER
Heavy duty 800 denier polyester with heavy metal pipe to hold to ice. Rolls up and stores easily. Attaches with bungee straps.
Order: #32.10350*
*Ask about our Poly Shooter Trainers.

SKATE TRAINING AID
Metal-frame trainer helps maintain correct center of gravity for the beginner skater. Available in adult and child sizes.
Order: #32.55390 (Child)  Order: #32.55380 (Adult)
CROXICE™ RINK DIVIDER PANELS

Designed to quickly and easily divide your rink for Cross-Ice programs, parties, training clinics and more. Interlocking frames are quickly set up or taken down by 2 people in less than 15 min’s and are easily moved to and from the portable storage cart.

- Rigid 2 x 2 welded aluminum tube frame construction
- 3/16” thick white HDPE facing on both side of panels
- Easy to use slide together connecting system with durable aluminum tube inserts
- ½” thick HDPE cap rail available in multiple colors
- Interchangeable gate panel with heavy duty slide bar handle and aluminum piano hinge
- Radius corners on each side of the system provide a smooth transition to your existing boards
- Adjustable tensioning at each radius panel provides a tight overall fit within your rink
- Available in multiple sizes
- Durable storage cart made from galvanized steel with heavy duty casters

Call For Order Information And Pricing.
800-234-5522.

CROXICE™ RINK DIVIDER PADS

These easy-to-use pads help meet new rink size requirements for Mini-Mite, Mite and Squirt hockey programs. Made of 18-ounce coated heavy vinyl in a wide assortment of colors, pads are rated to -4° cold cracking. Available for 85 and 100-wide rinks. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Radius ends are sold separate.

Call For Order Information And Pricing.
800-234-5522.
RENTAL SKATES

**SOFTRENT™ RENTAL FIGURE SKATES**
Available In Sizes:
Adult (US 5-12; Ask About Size 13)
Children (US 9Y-13Y And 1-4).

**SOFTRENT™ RENTAL HOCKEY SKATES**
Available In Sizes:
Adult (US 5-12; Ask About Size 13)
Children (US 10Y-13Y And 1-4).

**JACKSON SOFTEC RS3650 WOMEN’S FIGURE SKATE**
Available In Sizes:
Womens size 7-13 (full sizes only)
medium width.

**JACKSON SOFTEC RH2602 MEN’S HOCKEY SKATE**
Available In Sizes:
Mens size 7-15 (full sizes only)
medium width.

**KLINGBEIL FIGURE SKATE**
Available In Sizes:
Toddler sizes 8-13, youth sizes 1-3 and adult sizes 4-13.

**KLINGBEIL HOCKEY SKATE**
(Holder now in white, shown in black)
Available In Sizes:
Toddler 10 - youth 4 and adult sizes 5-13.

*Detailed information on all brands available upon request.*
BLADEMASTER SHARPENER
Recognized throughout North America as the leader in the skate care industry, Blademaster offers the finest quality skate sharpening equipment as well as a full line of service products.

Blademaster skate sharpeners and accessories are endorsed by the Society of Professional Hockey Equipment Managers (SPHEM) in North American and are used extensively by professional equipment managers and retailers around the world.

Manufacturer’s Warranty Is 1 Year Parts And Labor.
Call For Order Information And Pricing.
800-234-5522.

E-Z SHARP SKATE SHARPENER
E-Z SHARP Skate Sharpening Machines are precision tooled, designed for speed and efficiency.
Compact & Durable: Cast aluminum and steel construction for lasting durability.
Safety Housing: Housing leaves less than 10% of grinding wheel.
Quik Action Clamp: Skate is fastened in seconds, with unfailing accuracy.
Diamond Dresser: Wheel is dressed easily and quickly to insure perfect sharpening every time.

Manufacturer’s Warranty Is 2 Years Parts & Labor.
Order: #80.10790 - 7 table model
Order: #80.10830 - 8 table model
Order: #80.10800 - 7 floor model
Order: #80.10810 - 8 floor model

WISSOTA MODEL 911 SKATE SHARPENER
Wissota Model 911 sharpener comes complete with tangent finder, skate holder, grinding wheel, diamond dresser, and DVD instructional video, ready to run. Manufacture’s warranty is 1 year, parts and labor.
Order: #80.11090
A Partnership for Success

Becker Arena Products offers a real partnership in the Planning, Design and Construction phases of your project. We provide you with the products, resources and experience needed to understand your situation and needs, while staying on budget and on schedule.

Our team can make recommendations and also refer you to experts to help you with feasibility studies, such as architects, general contractors and management companies. Our project managers provide communication and coordination between owners, architects, refrigeration and general contractors to ensure that your project succeeds.
WORRY FREE PROJECTS FOR GENERAL CONTRACTORS, PROJECT MANAGERS, RINK OWNERS & OPERATORS

You are the contractor, project manager, rink owner or operator overseeing rink construction or renovation. As such, you need the assurance that your new project will go forward smoothly, without a hitch.

Becker Arena Products provides you with the products, resources and project management expertise you need to do your job. We listen to you, we understand your needs, and we respond to your requests to deliver a worry-free project – guaranteed!

You’ll realize these benefits when you partner with Becker on your rink project:
• Planning, design and construction backed by years of experience
• Best practices and built-in quality controls that help you stay on budget and on schedule
• Sales representatives, designers, project managers and installers who work with you from concept to completion
• Excellent communications with your sub-contractors backed by our “no surprises” policy

Whether your project involves installing new skate racks, re-surfacing dasher boards, solving a humidity problem, or building a new facility from the ground up, you can count on Becker’s expert project team to help you succeed. Why not contact us today at (800) 234-5522, or email us at info@beckerarena.com.

FEASIBILITY STUDIES

If you are doing a feasibility study consider hiring a consultant. The cost may vary depending on the depth and scope of the study. Choosing and using a good consultant is an important investment that will pay dividends later. The feasibility study provides the information you need to determine if the proposed business venture is viable and it serves as your “due diligence” requirement for investors.

A key component of the study will be market research and a public survey. This determines potential sports and public participation for program development and revenue sources. Other components of a feasibility study may be technology options, financial forecasting, funding options, operating costs, and opening costs.

MASTER SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS

As a key player in the design and development of the rink or arena, you need the latest information on product specifications and technical details. At Becker Arena Products, we are happy to work directly with you or through the project contractor.

To make your job simpler, we have developed a Word-based Master Specification document that lets you easily make changes, and add customer requirements such as gate locations, glass heights, and facility-specific details. This document benefits you because it:

- Allows customization to your application
- Becomes a clear core spec that covers all options and reduces potential questions from contractors
- Results in fewer addendums
- Helps you identify qualified manufacturers and products

In addition to providing technical specifications for our dasher boards, we also provide specifications for:

- Locker room furnishings
- Skate rental storage systems
- Resilient rubber flooring

You can request a copy of our Master Specification document, or any of our specification documents, with a quick call to one of our sales representatives at (800) 234-5522, or email us at info@beckerarena.com.
**BECKER ARENA PRODUCTS**
**COMMON QUESTIONS & ANSWERS**

**How much does a set of dasher boards cost?**
This is the number one question of callers in the beginning stages of new construction or renovation of their rink. The first question to ask them is, “How long do you want them to last?” In evaluating the true cost of a set of dasher boards (TCOOL total cost of ownership over the life) there are four important considerations:

1. Design  
2. Materials  
3. Workmanship  
4. Installation

If the quality of any one of these fail, your boards will not last as long: “The bitter taste of poor quality lingers long after the sweet taste of low price is forgotten.”

All dasher systems need to be custom built to your facility. We can quote you a ballpark or exact price to your specifications. Either way there are a few things to consider, as you’ll see in the next section.

**How do you choose the right dasher board system for your facility?**
Here are some questions your project developer will be asking you to determine the best dasher board system for you:

1. Is yours a multi-use facility where the dasher boards come up & down, or will the boards be a permanent fixture?  
2. What level of play and customer base do you service?  
3. How many years are you expecting the boards to last?

**Tempered Glass vs. Acrylic Shielding?**
Tempered glass is more affordable, resists scratching, is easier to clean, and is more often chosen for permanent dasher systems. Glass is less likely to break on the sides because that is not where the shooting occurs.

Acrylic is more often chosen for multi-event arenas. It is half the weight of glass, which makes it easier to replace with less manpower. Replacement pieces can be cut on-site from factory stock sizes which means you need to keep less inventory on hand.

**Supported vs. Supportless Viewing?**
Sight lines are better with a supportless shielding system, but it is easier to replace a broken piece of glass in a supported system, which uses posts to hold the shielding in place. Many facilities choose supportless on the sides where there is seating, and supported, with posts, on the ends where there is minimal spectator viewing.

**Steel vs. Aluminum?**
Because they are lighter, aluminum frame boards are more suitable for venues that require frequent changeovers.

Steel frame dashers are more suitable for facilities that need a permanent system where there is no need to take the boards down. Steel frame boards hold up better to constant use and abuse of the community rink that can log from 200 to 300 hours per month. Steel frame dashers can be repaired on site more easily than aluminum frame dashers.

**Backer vs. Open-Back Dasher Systems?**
Top reasons for adding backer to your dasher system:

1. Looks finished, providing a better appearance  
2. Eliminates trash collecting behind the boards and minimizes staff time to clean it out  
3. Hides the dirty ice buildup that happens over time behind the boards

If you have an event arena, you may decide to add backer with a quick release system, otherwise a permanent installation should be fine. If you have a dasher section that is up against a wall, save money by only adding backer in spectator areas.

**What are my choices for Protective Netting?**
There are three basic choices for protective netting:

1. Nylon netting is the most affordable, and is available in white or black. We feel you can see through the black netting better, even if your walls are white. Professional rinks use black.  
2. Monofilament netting is a step up in cost and has better see-through qualities. However, installation costs more because it is harder to handle and requires two lifts instead of one.  
3. Kevlar netting is the easiest to see through because it is thinner. It is also fire retardant, which could be a facility requirement.

Some options to consider for installation of netting are a permanent install with conduit, which is a favorite for the community rink with a permanent dasher board system, or a retractable system for the event arena, which can be motorized.
What Shielding Thickness is needed?
Industry standards suggest 15mm on the ends, where the puck is being shot at the goal, and 12mm on the sides. Some rinks will put 15mm on the sides if they have hockey schools shooting to the sides, otherwise 12mm will cost less. Acrylic minimum is .545" thick.

Dasher Board Maintenance
The purchase of a dasher board system is an investment in the future. Whether you have a municipal or private facility, you have a vested interest in maintaining your dasher board investment to ensure problem free use, safety and reliability for 20 to 30 years.

Dasher boards also impact the overall image of your facility. Clean boards give customers a lasting and positive impression. Starting with newly installed boards, begin the maintenance process by sealing the clean poly facing. This can be done with a sealer or wax that is applied with a paint roller. This does not stop marks or dirt from forming on the facing surface but does reduce time and labor for subsequent cleanings. Two light coats of a sealer applied to new boards or freshly cleaned boards will pay for itself in one cleaning process, due to time and materials saved.

Maintaining a dasher board system begins as soon as the boards are installed. After installation, a punch list is created with the builder or consultant listing any problems or adjustments that might be needed. Make sure your dasher board manufacturer completes this repair/adjustment list promptly. Every gate (personnel or equipment) should open and close smoothly and fit within the opening without rubbing and binding. Shielding (both tempered glass and acrylic) should be snug within the support posts and free of any cracks or chips.

Since boards are rarely installed at the chilled temperatures that will exist in the rink once the ice sheet is in, visual inspection should occur again very soon after the ice is in. Polyethylene material used to face dasher board systems expands when warm and contracts when cold. Gaps naturally appear between the white facing, but an unusually wide gap (e.g., large enough to insert a hockey stick) should be refitted.

For a complete daily, weekly and monthly GENERAL MAINTENANCE recommendation report go to www.theicescoop.com.

Renovation Option?
When building a new facility or completely replacing your dasher boards is not an option, Becker Arena Products has affordable solutions for remodeling and enhancing your existing boards. Why not get a few more years out of your current dasher board system by simply replacing worn out dasher components such as the caprail, kick plate, gate hardware or an entire gate panel?

Replacement Gate Panels: Player, access and resurfacer gates take constant daily punishment. We can retrofit our gates to function on your facilities’ existing dasher system.

Shielding Supported to Supportless Conversion:
Consider our specially engineered shielding track system to convert your existing posted shielding system to a supportless system.

Backer Panels: If you didn’t put backer on your boards when first installed it is a great way to upgrade the look of your dasher system and your ink in general.

Shielding: Replacement of shielding and shielding support posts can make a demonstrative difference in your facility’s appearance.

Protective Netting: Regardless of your location or type of facility, reducing liability or injury to spectators is paramount to any operator.

Whether you’re renovating your rink or just giving it a good cleaning call Becker Arena Products.

We have experienced staff ready to assist you with your project, large or small.
JOIN NJPA & STREAMLINE THE PURCHASING PROCESS FOR YOUR ICE EQUIPMENT NEEDS.

HOW CAN NJPA CONTRACTS BENEFIT MY AGENCY?
National cooperative contracts provide considerable time and resource savings for participating member agencies.
• Streamlines the contracting processes and maximizes efficiencies
• No need to establish and or duplicate bid docs or contract process
• Reduce the impact of staff reductions and budget cuts

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF MEMBERSHIP WITH NJPA?
Membership establishes a legal paper trail between the member and NJPA, justifying your contract purchasing decision. A no-cost, no-obligation NJPA membership provides access to competitively bid national cooperative contracts, procured by a national municipal contracting agency. Our contracts leverage national volume pricing and provide our members with the desired vendor choices.
• Ease and time saving benefits of purchasing through national contracts procured, awarded and hosted by a national municipal contracting agency
• Unique advantage to purchase quality products/services deserving of the agency

DOES NJPA SATISFY MY LOCAL BID REQUIREMENTS?
Every state government/education entity has a purchasing level at which public agencies are required to “go out to bid.” NJPA has nationally solicited, evaluated and awarded contracts through a competitive bidding process on behalf of its members. These contracts can be leveraged by municipalities under the authority of NJPA’s enabling legislation and your state’s procurement laws and/or Joint Powers Authority. These laws allow access to NJPA’s contracts and procurement process to satisfy your local/state bidding requirements, avoiding duplication of the process.

The National Joint Powers Alliance® (NJPA) is a public agency; established through Minnesota State Statute in 1978. NJPA serves as a municipal contracting agency for our member agencies throughout the nation with competitively awarded cooperative contract solutions through industry-leading vendors.

NJPA membership is available to government, education and non-profit agencies located in all 50 states at no cost, liability or obligation to the member agency. As a public, government agency itself, NJPA responds to its members’ purchasing needs by facilitating and awarding national competitively bid contracts. NJPA cooperative contract solutions result in valuable product and service solutions that range from office supplies to heavy equipment.

The National Joint Powers Alliance® (NJPA) is a public agency; established through Minnesota State Statute in 1978. NJPA serves as a municipal contracting agency for our member agencies throughout the nation with competitively awarded cooperative contract solutions through industry-leading vendors.

NJPA membership is available to government, education and non-profit agencies located in all 50 states at no cost, liability or obligation to the member agency. As a public, government agency itself, NJPA responds to its members’ purchasing needs by facilitating and awarding national competitively bid contracts. NJPA cooperative contract solutions result in valuable product and service solutions that range from office supplies to heavy equipment.

NJPA AWARDED CONTRACTS

Becker Arena Products: (800) 234-5522
ORDERING SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT FROM BAP

Just call us toll free at:
1-800-234-5522
or go online at:
www.beckerarena.com
for 24-hour instant access & information

- No Minimum Order.
- 24-Hour Shipping On All In-Stock Items.
- Satisfaction Guaranteed.

On Time Delivery.
Let us know the date you need your order delivered. We will ship your order the most efficient and cost effective way to meet that delivery date. We usually estimate the cost of the freight before the order ships. In some cases, we quote an actual cost and get your approval prior to shipping so there are no surprises on your invoice.

OPERATIONAL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT TERMS/CONDITIONS

These apply to all sales not under contract. Please refer to your contract for your project/job specific terms & conditions.

Pricing:
Please call us at 1-800-234-5522 or visit us online at www.beckerarena.com to request our current price list.

Payment Terms:
Upon approval of your completed credit application, payment is due Net 30 days unless quoted otherwise.

Credit Cards:
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express & Discover.

Past Due Payment:
All past due accounts are charged 1.5% monthly finance charge (18% annual). Orders will not be shipped when a delinquent balance exists on an account.

Freight:
All shipment unless otherwise specified are shipped F.O.B. stock locale. Shipping costs are additional unless quoted otherwise. Notification of damages or shortages must be made within 48 hours of delivery. Becker Arena Products, Inc. is not responsible for damage or loss in transit. All freight claims must be filed with the delivery carrier.

Back Orders:
Unless otherwise instructed, out-of-stock items will be automatically back ordered and shipped as soon as possible.

Responsibility:
Becker Arena Products, Inc. cannot assume responsibility for personal injury or property damage incurred by or through the use of any product represented in this catalog.

Returns:
Prior approval is required on all returns. All returns must be shipped pre-paid and are subject to a 15% handling and restocking charge. All unauthorized returns will be returned at the customer’s expense. Customized items shall be approved by the purchaser prior to construction and are not returnable. Contact our office for further information and instructions.
Official USA Hockey Ice Markings
2013/2014 - 2016/2017

Colors: Red PMS 186, Blue PMS 286, Goal Crease Blue PMS 298
Official USA Hockey Ice Markings
2013/2014 - 2016/2017

Colors: Red PMS 186, Blue PMS 286, Goal Crease Blue PMS 298
ARID-Ice MS-Series Dehumidifiers

The Driest, Most Comfortable & Most Economical Solution for Ice Arena Humidity.

A perfect solution for new construction or replacing your old mechanical dehumidifier that no longer works.

Year-round operation of indoor ice arenas requires humidity control to stop several problems, including fog, mold growth and dripping. Because the ice sheet cools the building, moisture-laden air from outdoors condenses on anything below the “Dew point”.

The ARID-Ice MS-Series Dehumidifier unit eliminates these symptoms. Skaters appreciate improved ice conditions, and spectators are more comfortable. In addition, your ice-making refrigeration equipment will run much more efficiently, and resurfacing is less frequently required. Efficient operation and favorable customer response make for a more profitable skating facility.

Why Dehumidify?
During the summer months, moist outside air migrates into the arena through openings such as doors, leaky dampers and ducts.

How Does It Work?
ARID-Ice MS Series Dehumidifiers are the best way to dehumidify an indoor ice arena because of its low dew point capability. Instead of condensing moisture out of the air like an air conditioner, it is removed directly using a durable, permanent, desiccant rotor that attracts moisture. The ARID-Ice MS Series unit delivers much drier air than is possible with other dehumidifiers, so it will do a superior job in your arena. The moisture from the building is continuously driven off the heat in the form of inexpensive natural gas or electricity depending on the model. The moisture from the arena is simply expelled outside. No condensation occurs during the process, so there is nothing to drain, and nothing to freeze.

Benefits
- Very Dry Air Can Be Achieved
- Simple Construction
- Better Construction
- Now more sizes available!
- Better Thermodynamic Efficiency
- Simple Maintenance
- Modern Controls
- ARID-Ice MS-Series Dehumidifiers provide the driest, most comfortable, most efficient and most economical solution to ice arena humidity.

The MS Series Desiccant Dehumidifiers are specifically designed for the seasonal ice rink, the smaller recreational, practice and curling ice rinks by Concepts and Designs, Inc. and, are perfect for the rinks in need of replacing their mechanical units that are no longer working.

For more information, specifications and a free load estimate for your ice arena call Becker Arena Products, Inc: (800) 234-5522
Health & Safety
Ice arena owners and managers all over the world are aware of public concerns regarding Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) levels in ice rinks.

Becker Arena Products, Inc. Breathe Easy indoor air quality wireless monitoring solution provides ice arena managers with real-time data and the alerts necessary to make key indoor air quality decisions. As an added benefit, all systems come with Temperature and Relative Humidity monitoring, offering you energy savings opportunities at no extra-cost!

Monitoring Includes
• 24/7 real-time data reporting; easily accessible from any Internet connected device.
• Customize your own alert levels (email or text).
• Your on-line analytics display makes it easy to see real time variations in the indoor air environment so corrective actions can be taken.
• Automatically archives your data for custom reporting.

Ice Arena Monitoring Package
Contact Becker Arena Products, Inc. today for a free live demo and custom package options (800) 234-5522. Ideal 3 monitoring package includes:
• 3 Monitors with Temperature, Relative Humidity, CO, NO2 (per sheet of ice)
• 1 Communication bridge (Internet access required)
• 24/7 access to your online monitoring plan

Product Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name: Wireless Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size: 152.4 mm (6.0”) w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.9 mm (3.5”) h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• XBee 802.15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 900MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Range: 41°F ~ + 122°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy: ± 1.0°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Humidity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Range: 10% ~ 90% RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy: ± 4% RH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon Monoxide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Range: 0 – 500 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy: 1 ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nitrogen Dioxide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Range: 0 - 20 ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensor Options

- CO: Carbon Monoxide
- CO2: Carbon Dioxide
- O3: Ozone
- dB: Noise
- DP: Differential Pressure
- NO2: Nitrogen Dioxide
- PM: Particulates
- TRHF: Freezer / Fridge
- VO: Volatile Organic Compounds
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Whether you're buying or selling, Rink Equipment Resource is your one-stop shop for new and used rink equipment and supplies. This exclusive service optimizes the value of used rink equipment by putting buyers directly in touch with sellers. Buyers quickly and easily find everything they need to get started and sellers find a market for their used items when upgrading their facilities.

Rink Equipment Resource is a full-service company with daily contact with thousands of rink facilities worldwide. We'll handle all aspects of the sale from initial product viewing to advertising, price negotiation, even final delivery. No money changes hands until everyone is satisfied they’ve made the best deal possible!

**HOW RINKEQUIPMENTRESOURCE.COM WORKS...**

Our on-line store has all of the used equipment posted by category for easy viewing. Browse our growing list of used equipment or notify us if you are looking for specific equipment that will fit your needs. We will answer your questions and handle everything for you!

Join our free auto-alert program and receive email alerts when new equipment posts.

**TYPES OF EQUIPMENT WE SOURCE:**

- Ice Resurfacers  
- Dasher Board Systems  
- Refrigeration Packages  
- Dehumidifiers  
- Skate Sharpeners  
- Skate Racks  
- Ice Edgers  
- Scoreboards  
- Skating  
- Flooring  
- Shielding  
- Skates  
- And much more!

To see all the latest listings or to list your equipment for sale visit our website today at: [WWW.RINKEQUIPMENTRESOURCE.COM](http://WWW.RINKEQUIPMENTRESOURCE.COM)

**OR CALL TOLL FREE: 800-234-5522**

Rink Equipment Resource - A Division of Becker Arena Products, Inc.
ABOUT US

Becker Arena Products Inc. was founded in December 1988 as Becker and Associates. The company started with an ice resurfacers dealership, a few ice rink supplies, and dasher board sales for a local dasher board manufacturer. From the beginning, we worked to build our brand and a dedicated network of industry-related professionals, along with a talented and knowledgeable staff.

With great success and a few new ideas Becker Arena Products, Inc. began manufacturing dasher boards in 1994. We sold our first set of boards to Hoyt Lakes, Minnesota where they are still in use. Becker was chosen to build two sets of boards for the 1998 Olympics in Nagano, Japan launching us into the international market.

Since then, Becker Arena Products has become America’s No. 1 source for ice rink supplies and equipment. In 2008 we started Rink Equipment Resource, with a website and staff devoted exclusively to the buying and selling of used ice rink equipment.

Today, with more than 25 years in the business, we continue to build our team of experts and develop new products while building community and a place where people can play, compete and win. We owe a big debt of gratitude to our loyal customers and business associates we have worked with over this time, and look forward to serving the ice rink industry for the next 25 years and more.

Becker Arena Products is a proud, life-long member of local and national Ice Rink Managers’ Associations and a strong advocate of their related development programs for kids and training programs for rink owners and operators.

WHY BECKER ARENA PRODUCTS?

You’re in the business of designing, building and managing ice rinks and hockey arenas. We’re in the business of providing you with the products, resources and project management expertise you need to do your job. At Becker Arena Products, we listen to you, we understand your needs, and we respond to your requests to deliver worry-free projects and products.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“You listen! You do a great job of trying to understand our needs instead of trying to sell us something we don’t need.”
- Mike Mulhall, Manager, Extreme Ice Center

“All of your sales people are professional, understand the industry and give straight, honest advice.”
- Kevin McCormack, Vice President of Arena Operations, Floyd Hall Enterprises

“The customer service and response time has always been exceptional. Staff has been great to deal with.”
- Facility Manager, Tucker Road Ice Rink

“Becker Arena Products has the ability to deliver a project and product as promised.”
- Matt Mathiasen, Manager, Dakotah Sport and Fitness Ice Center